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Imperialism and Colonialism
Lisa Siraganian

During Wallace Stevens’s lifetime, imperialism – “the practice, the theory,
and the attitudes of a dominating metropolitan center ruling a distant
territory” (Said 9) – was already a global institution. But imperialism also
was becoming a more nebulous institution. Maintaining a distant empire
seemed to be requiring less conquering and brutal control of subject peoples
(whether the British ruling over India or the French over North and West
Africa) and more developing of complex ideological, cultural, and social
practices, all operating within the matrix of global capitalism. Or as Stevens
put it in “Owl’s Clover,” “the books / For sale in Vienna and Zurich to
people in Maine, / Ontario, Canton” (CPP 576). By the 1960s, scholars gave
this evolving phenomenon of imposed cultural representation and ideo-
logical soft coercion a name: “cultural imperialism” (Tomlinson 2). Since
the publication of Fredric Jameson’s seminal “Modernism and Imperialism”
(1988), a growing number of critics have examined the ways in which
modernist culture was a persistent yet suppressed part of the story of cultural
imperialism.1 Literary and artistic practices, they argued, were inflected by
the historical conditions of empire, imperialism, and colonialism experi-
enced worldwide during the first half of the twentieth century. Critics such
as Frank Lentricchia and Aldon LynnNielsen observed that Stevens’s poetry,
in particular, embraced or at least condoned certain tropes of imperial and
racial domination. Even Jameson saw Stevens’s work as an example of the
phenomenon. The poet often absorbed “Third World material” as part of
his art’s systematic operation, explained Jameson: cultural objects marked as
exotic were transformed “back into Nature and virtual landscape” in his
poetry (“Stevens” 15).
Parsing Stevens’s relationship to imperialism was never an entirely

transparent procedure, however, as critics such as John Carlos Rowe,
Angus Cleghorn, James Longenbach, Edward Marx, and Gül Bilge Han
have explored.2 This chapter expands on this line of inquiry by exploring
imperialism and colonialism in Stevens through brief readings of some key
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poems. Stevens’s poetry rarely invokes concepts like empire directly or
mimetically, preferring a composite psychological and philosophical
inquiry into the topic. He writes not about “A Colony” but, as one section
title of “The Comedian as the Letter C” reads, about “The Idea of
a Colony” (CPP 29; emphasis added). Moreover, as many critics have
observed, his poems are resolutely intended as “imaginative constructions”
(Burt 325) rather than as literal recordings of the few places he had traveled
to outside of the United States, or of the people and events he might have
witnessed there.3 Yet Stevens was also an avid reader of two daily news-
papers (The New York Times and The Hartford Times); his letters are filled
with references to locales and news stories far and wide, as he closely
followed geopolitical events including the invention of modern warfare
and the rise of totalitarian regimes. Italy’s October 1935 invasion and
attempted imperial conquest of Ethiopia became daily reading, mentioned
often in his letters (L 289–90, 295, 300). Shortly thereafter, he wrote the
long poem “Owl’s Clover” with the self-proclaimed aim of applying his
“own sort of poetry” to “What one reads in the papers” (L 308). “Owl’s
Clover” was a more topical example than most, but the method he
followed there was not wholly anomalous in his oeuvre. As Alan Filreis
persuasively argues, Stevens’s poetic composition depended on compre-
hensively exploring the media of his day for what he called “materia
poetica” (xvii) – the matter of poetry.
Reading contextually, with a view to some of Stevens’s patterns of

composition (which could involve removing the more obvious or literal
allusions to world events), provides a new perspective on his poetry and its
“materia” of the news of empire. While his views on the imperialist
fantasies of his age were at times sympathetic, poems like “Anecdote of
the Jar,” “Owl’s Clover,” and “A Weak Mind in the Mountains” also
provide more complicated accounts that question and sometimes oppose
colonizing modes of cultural domination. Stevens was invested in the
problem of imperialism – to the extent that he was – because imperialism
entailed a belief system that so obviously produced very real and conse-
quential world actions and events. Those actions included brutal, disturb-
ing, and distant events, like Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia, yet also
deliciously personal and rewarding occasions for a rich cosmopolitan like
Stevens, who frequently received (at his request) material such as art prints,
tea, and jade figurines from his far-flung correspondents all over the world.
In turn, these various manifestations of imperialism in action, whether the
result of invading countries or importing exotic goods, produced more (or
different) beliefs and worldly effects, ad infinitum. It was this powerful
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circuit of belief-cause, to reality-effect, to new belief-cause, and so on that
intrigued Stevens. Imagination “is always attaching itself to a new reality,
and adhering to it,” he writes in “The Noble Rider and the Sound of
Words” (CPP 656). For just that reason, the “new reality” of modern
imperialism, whether in its militaristic, political, or cultural guise, could
not be ignored. Modern poetry was already attached to the reality of
imperialism via Stevens’s “adhering” imagination.
Take “Anecdote of the Jar,” an important early poem that offers in allusive

miniature a range of ambivalent responses toward empire – responses that
Stevens would continue to explore throughout his life (CPP 60–61). On
a certain level, we can read the poem as a straightforward tale of cultural
imperialism (as past critics have done): the primitive colony is tamed and
subjugated toWestern ideas merely by introducing aWestern manufactured
object into it. But the poem is not entirely clear on how to assess that
scenario – if, indeed, that situation is what is intended. The first line begins
by recounting a deliberate action in the first person – “I placed a jar in
Tennessee” – that alters, either by invisible violence or ideological conquest,
the wild “hill” on which the jar was placed. The jar, in its manufactured
roundness, “made the slovenly wilderness / Surround that hill,”where before
nature spread over and composed the hill. The “wilderness” then becomes
“sprawled around, no longer wild,” as the jar “took dominion everywhere.”
The sense here is of “slovenly wilderness” fighting a losing battle

(being dominated by the imposing jar), yet we cannot be sure whose
side in that war we are being asked to take. When meadow weeds are
tamed as grass lawn, is that a good or bad development? Good for
elevating the neighborhood’s property values and creating an imagined
pastoral landscape in one’s backyard, bad for fighting climate change or
ensuring biodiversity. Although Stevens obviously did not intend that
particular reading, it captures something of the ambiguity toward primi-
tive wilderness and colonial domination to which the poem does allude.
The lines also simultaneously invoke the majesty and command of
a modern art object (“tall and of a port in air”) along with something
very different: modernity’s ubiquitous Western commodities, “gray and
bare,” sterile and unnatural. The jar “did not give of bird or bush, / Like
nothing else in Tennessee.” The jar’s “tall” height – an odd attribute for
a household item one would find in the cupboard – suggests an object
arrogating its place in the world. It seems to be seizing a role for itself
that might not have been deserved.
“Of a port in air” is also an unusual and awkward phrase, suggesting an

ambivalence toward the jar’s intended function. An open jar might collect
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matter from the atmosphere (rainwater, insects, leaves) and thus be likened to
a “port,” but that word has more obvious commercial connotations. As
apertures of empire, ports are the literal entry and exit points of people and
commercial goods. They are also the places where a cultural production is
unmistakably rendered as or transformed into a commodity – where
a Chinese artist’s jade carving becomes an exotic figurine, whatever else it
might have been prior to that moment. Again, is that type of transformation
(fromweeds to lawn, from foreign creation to exotic commodity) one that the
poem is asking us to celebrate or to decry? The language connotes appraisal
without nudging us toward a final verdict one way or another. Finally, that
the “port” is “in air” seems to allude to a word – airport – that was only a few
decades old when the poem was written. Airports were already changing the
global landscape and world imagination during Stevens’s time, as planes and
other aircraft were used by multiple militaries during the First World War.
It would be a mistake to read this “anecdote,” these twelve lines about

placing a jar on a Tennessee hillock, as a fully fleshed-out allegory of
empire. These allusions to imperialism and colonialism linger for the
reader mostly as evocative allusions, and often faint or deliberately ambigu-
ous ones at that. But a poem like “Anecdote” helps us see how imperialism,
especially in its cultural variety, intrigued and concerned Stevens as
a particular variation on the question of knowing that continually fascin-
ated him. Cultural imperialism was one of the engines driving far-off places
into becoming their new realities. It produced situations like the one he
describes: the most ordinary and familiar of objects could turn a distant
world into a place hazily envisioned in an imagined personal anecdote. On
the one hand, this was an exciting prospect: the distant world was becom-
ing more ubiquitous in his imagination. On the other, it could be perilous:
the world’s sprawling places were becoming harder to know or, more
seriously, to evaluate fully.4 This predicament presents a serious difficulty
because it fundamentally challenges his conception of art. A poem’s effect-
iveness demands the interpersonal recognitions that are deeply contingent
on one’s current place and its conditions: in “Of Modern Poetry,” Stevens
proclaims that poetry “has to be living, to learn the speech of the place”
(CPP 218). The practices and theory of a metropole dominating a distant
territory (i.e., the jar dominating the wilderness) would seem, almost by
definition, to create a situation that distorts or impedes any form of
intimate “living” and listening. If truly learning a place’s speech (rather
than imposing a speech on a place) is a necessary requirement for poetry,
then the reality of imperialism seems to produce a situation threatening the
possibility of poetry.
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Of course, to say that Stevens understood imperialism as just another
species of a larger family of problems for modern poetry looks at best
insensitive, and at worst like a paradigmatic example of Western elitism
and racial ordering. Invoking Chinua Achebe’s judgment on Joseph
Conrad’sHeart of Darkness, Edward Marx observes that “there is something
equally troubling and exploitative in Stevens’s use of the exotic and primitive
as signposts to the near-breakup and reconstruction of the mind” (161).
What could be more symptomatic of the colonialist imagination than to see
other people’s fraught struggle for existence and self-determination as
a tribulation for your (second) career as a poet? Stevens never entirely
resolved this contradiction, and his work exhibited many of the racial and
cultural prejudices of his time. But neither was he blind to his failings. He
frequently examined, particularly in the 1930s and later, how and why it was
so difficult to keep these spheres of art, ethics, and politics resolutely distinct
and separate. Many of his poems work through the various ways in which
ideas – or symbols, or art generally – can fail to be convincing for a reader or
a writer, and he was especially cognizant that poverty and ideology, along
with divergent cultural frameworks, were frequent causes of that failure.
Stevens considers many of the intricacies of this argument in the

aforementioned “Noble Rider” essay. The poet’s function, he writes, is
“to make his imagination” his readers’ and “he fulfills himself only as he
sees his imagination become the light in the minds of others” (CPP
660–61). But what happens when empire makes the whole world feel
more insistently the poet’s own, yet his imagination cannot expand to
those parameters without invariably distorting what he sees?Will he see the
light in others’ minds? Writing that essay during Hitler’s invasion and
attempted conquest of North Africa (part of Nazi Germany’s violent and
imperial ambitions), Stevens puts it thus: “We are close together in every
way.We lie in bed and listen to a broadcast from Cairo, and so on. There is
no distance. We are intimate with people we have never seen and, unhap-
pily, they are intimate with us” (CPP 653). In Stevens’s rendering, the more
than six thousand miles separating Hartford and Cairo have shrunk
(“There is no distance”), but imagination struggles to integrate this new
“pressure of reality” (CPP 654). The “unhappily” is key, for it implies that
radio broadcasts do not produce true connection with others, unlike the
listening represented in “OfModern Poetry.”We are not in Hartford lying
contentedly in bed next to a person in Cairo who, perhaps, will attempt in
the morning to combat the Nazi offensive. Instead, the radio show from
Egypt produces the false guise of intimacy without the accompanying deep
feeling and knowledge of Egyptian people, or them of us. Scenarios like
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this one, Stevens fears, invoke an imaginative, partial presence of a place
and the people there: deceptive proximity without true understanding.
In various poems, Stevens represents this sense of difficulty and struggle

due to the collapse of distance brought on by empire’s acts and effects.
“AWeak Mind in the Mountains” offers an imagined current scene in the
here and now, immediately followed by a distant one, all combined in one
developing thought process. As in “Noble Rider,” this poem combines the
experience of an immediate present perception in the first stanza (“the
blood / Spurted from between the [butcher’s] fingers / And fell to the
floor”) with an illusory experience of combined far-off lands in the second:
“The wind of Iceland and / The wind of Ceylon, / Meeting, gripped my
mind, / Gripped it and grappled my thoughts.” In the third stanza, the
results of this composite meditation fail to coalesce in the poet’s “weak
mind,” at least this time around, and seem only to lead to exhaustion: “The
blood of the mind fell / To the floor. I slept” (CPP 192). But the last, fourth
stanza envisions another possibility that might occur on some other occa-
sion: “Yet there was a man within me / Could have risen to the clouds, /
Could have touched these winds” (CPP 192–93). The reiterated past
modals (“Could have”) imagine different hypothetical outcomes at an
alternative moment, when the speaker could have touched the winds of
Iceland and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) as he did apparently effortlessly with the
blood between the butcher’s fingers.
The works discussed thus far reveal Stevens exploring the problem of

imperialism in a fairly abstract register, with subtlety and ambivalence.
A poem like “A Weak Mind” depicts a poet carefully inching toward
a better, coalescing result the next time around, and possibly attaining it
in an iteration of future poems.5 But sometimes both his aesthetic refine-
ment and optimism waver. The poems considered next take a more direct
and often satirical dive into the problem, with mixed results. “The
Comedian as the Letter C,” for example, does produce an allegory of
empire, albeit a poetic empire. As Marx explains, in the poem’s fourth
section, “The Idea of a Colony,” Stevens explicitly creates “an allegory
based on the similarity between the development of a poetic world” and the
colonization process (155). The emigrating poet who leaves France for
Mexico, and eventually the Carolinas, has grand ambitions: “Crispin in
one laconic phrase laid bare / His cloudy drift and planned a colony” (CPP
29). The colonial reach of his poetic dominion would be vast, for he
“Projected a colony that should extend / To the dusk of a whistling
south below the south, / A comprehensive island hemisphere” (CPP
30–31). But, as Gül Bilge Han observes, a poetics that could combine
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very different imagery and symbolism into a single universal poetry risks
reproducing a “colonial logic,” effectively generating an “undifferentiated
and homogenizing globalized vision” (121). Crispin’s vision might not be
“weak” in precisely the way the poet-speaker’s “weak mind in the moun-
tains” fails to touch the distant winds, but Crispin’s grand poetic aims are
clearly being set up for failure – and mockery.
Stevens composed “Comedian” in Hartford in 1921, when many

American poets of his generation were traveling to and living in Western
Europe with relative ease and delight. But a very different situation devel-
oped in Europe in the 1930s, and Stevens’s letters (written at home in
Connecticut) registered the social, economic, and political upheaval he
read about. He seemed especially uneasy about Mussolini’s invasion and
attempted colonial conquest of Ethiopia. Mussolini aimed to colonize the
African nation quickly; instead, his invasion provoked several years of
violent insurgency as tens of thousands of Ethiopians died in Italian-led
pogroms and massacres (Marcus 147–50). When Italy declared war on the
Allies in June 1940, the exiled Ethiopian government found its fortunes
reversed and exiled Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie (originally Ras Tafari
Makonnen) returned home in 1942. The late, colonial power grab to create
Mussolini’s “Ethiopian Italian Empire” ended in failure.
This regular news from Africa seemed particularly to bother Stevens

because it resembled America’s founding tale of discovery, conquest, and
colonization. Invoking his mixed feelings toward Mussolini, Stevens poses
the following question in late 1935 to the editor Ronald Lane Latimer:

[O]ught I, as a matter of reason, to have sympathized with the Indians as
against the Colonists in this country? A man would have to be very thick-
skinned not to be conscious of the pathos of Ethiopia or China, or one of
these days, if we are not careful, of this country. (L 295)

Despite the hazard of imperialism coming home to America, Stevens’s skin
remains thick and he cannot quite bring himself to “sympathize.”The next
line continues: “But thatMussolini is right, practically, has certainly a great
deal to be said for it” (L 295). Presumably, Stevens means that his own legal
and political standing as an American, both a literal and symbolic colonial
heir many times over, obliges him to affirm Mussolini’s dubious rightness.
In a sense, his poems of the second half of the 1930s keep posing versions of
this dilemma in a variety of ways: could there be an anti-imperialist,
American alternative to sympathizing (or rationally identifying) with the
colonized, thereby avoiding whatever political implications such sympa-
thizing might entail?
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The interwar years offered no shortage of demagogues he might have
considered, but Stevens tended to target Mussolini to satirize his imperial
plans. In “Life on a Battleship,” for instance, the captain at the world’s
center appoints himself “imperator,” an archaic, specifically Roman term
for an absolute ruler (CPP 199). Like Crispin, this dictatorial captain (on
his aptly named ship, The Masculine) plans to commandeer resources: he
will build one single, massive boat, “a cloud on the sea, the largest / Possible
machine, a divinity of steel” (CPP 198). From these new headquarters he
will draft the world’s rules according to his whims. Just as Mussolini
launched his career as a socialist agitator before attempting Italy’s inter-
national domination, the battleship captain’s campaign commences after
“The rape of the bourgeoisie [was] accomplished” (CPP 198). He is
a contemporary Captain Ahab – hyper-masculine, fascistic, and treacher-
ous. He might possess the heroic poet’s aspiration to transcendental power,
but he lacks any judiciousness and succumbs to human delusions.
Stevens’s most topical and unusual (for him) attempt at conceptualizing

imperialism and the subsequent problems it generates was “The Greenest
Continent” section of “Owl’s Clover,” written during the height of
Mussolini’s empire building.6 Stevens’s overruled title for “Owl’s Clover”
was “APHORISMS ON SOCIETY” (L 311), a phrase that more explicitly
captures the sequence’s episodic quality. Throughout the five discrete
poems, Stevens envisions a sculpture of horses in various situations of
misrecognition by the spectators who come across it. Each poem of the
five reveals the distinct ways in which the material and ideological conditions
of modernity can transform a statue into something misunderstood, com-
modified, or simply discarded. In the third section, his self-described “poem
about Africa” (L 305), eventually titled “The Greenest Continent” but
referred to in his letters as “the STATUE IN AFRICA” (L 307), he grapples
extensively with Western imperialism by imagining a war between African
“bushmen” and avaricious “angels,” the latter with “Leonardo”-like trum-
pets (CPP 578). He tries to envision a poet like himself, yet one unmarked by
imperialism and absent a mass culture that efficiently and, from Stevens’s
perspective in 1936, dangerously spreads Western culture abroad.
Throughout the poem, Stevens blends his political satire with the

broader and more ambiguous cultural description of a symbolic world,
primitive and lush, with African warm greens next to the Western statue’s
cold white. Satirizing invading soldiers as buffoonish angels, these images
of combat turn into high-handed burlesque. As Angus Cleghorn points
out, the battle also invokes a mock-heroic treatment of Milton’s war with
Satan (89–90). In the process, the poem combines Europe’s Christian
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missionary past with Mussolini’s plans to dominate Ethiopia. At times,
these iconic binaries (warm vs. cold, green vs. white) risk undermining the
political allusions. And by depicting the Italian regime’s Ethiopian inva-
sion as a melodramatic battle, Stevens risks “trivializing . . . the stakes of the
war” for the Africans fighting in it (Nielsen 64), or merely satirizing
Mussolini’s fascist propaganda for its puffery.
Despite the crude allusions to the Ethiopian invasion – whether intended

symbolically, satirically, or in some combination – readers would have grasped
the poem’s implied anti-imperialism. But the poem’s central illustration of
attempted and failed cultural conquest presents a more complicated anxiety
about Western culture’s fate. The West tries to coerce an African culture to
submit to its supposed colonial destiny by accepting and deferring to a statue of
horses:

But could the statue stand in Africa?
The marble was imagined in the cold.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Its surfaces came from distant fire; and it
Was meant to stand, not in a tumbling green,
Intensified and grandiose, but among
The common-places of which it formed a part. . . . (CPP 579)

For this speaker, the statue was not designed for the intensely warm,
“tumbling green” of the African landscape but for the cold urban parks,
the “common-places” of the West. Thus, the statue symbolizes differently
in Africa than in New York City or Hartford. Acknowledging these
cultural differences generates more serious doubts. The speaker begins to
question the ontological status of the statue as public art object, exploring
the material choices that the sculptor made and whether they would signify
similarly in a different place: “Could marble still / Be marble after the
drenching reds, the dark / And drenching crimsons, or endure?” (CPP
579). He fears, in other words, that marble does not signify prosperity and
permanence in Africa; the rock’s affluent standing is jeopardized. If so, this
sculpture heroically representing Western man may have sunk in value or
meaning. Eventually, concerns about the effects of cultural objects in
Africa lead the speaker to question the very premise of imperialism and
the spread ofWestern culture. IfWestern statues don’t belong in Africa, do
Western ideas and Western armies belong there either?
Stevens embeds his anti-imperialism within a longer poem to ask what

happens to displaced Western cultural objects when their value drops.
Modernity’s material and ideological conditions leave Western art objects
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misunderstood and discarded or commodified and sold. The beginning of
“The Greenest Continent” specifically links imperialism’s dangers to
European cultural commodification. As a portable, commodified art object,
the horse statue may have failed in Africa, yet it is only one among a myriad of
similar pieces sold on the global market during Europe’s fire sale, as empty
German castles were gutted, their libraries sold to the distant (colonial) states,
“to people in Maine, / Ontario, Canton.” Europe’s infrastructure remains,
while portable cultural objects, such as “armorial books”with symbols of royal
heraldry, flood markets along with European cuisine and café culture (CPP
576). Even Europe’s musical heritage is sold on cheap gramophone records.
The poem’s marble equestrian monuments are just one more marketable
European product to be purchased at the right price. Not only does Europe
force militaristic imperialism on Africa, but Western culture is also simultan-
eously commodified and sold to Africa and to anyone else with the means to
purchase it. Africa’s markets open wide, linked to global commodity flows.
Yet “TheGreenest Continent” also representsWestern culture’s commodi-

fication and exportation as equally dangerous to themilitaristic imperialism of
Mussolini. Rowe describes the ideology of “free-trade imperialism” in similar
terms to suggest how Western cultural objects colonize people who purchase
Western things (xi). Thus, when a Pacific Islander buys a bottle of Coca-Cola,
she feels the force of US free-trade imperialism whether or not a Coca-Cola
executive ever appears in her village. Stevens’s grievance in this poem is
counterintuitive and different. He worries that commodification and global
sales devastate the cultural value of these objects themselves. Cultural imperial-
ism makes a Western sculpture less meaningful to everyone, even to its
creators. Indeed, in “The Greenest Continent,” the trouble he locates in
cultural imperialism is not how it colonizes another people and decimates
their culture, but how it makes Western culture less valuable, because it
becomes lessmonolithic and domineering. Foreign consumers alter the nature
of Western products – whether adapting royal heraldry for their own monar-
chical lines; or, more recently, transforming clothes hangers and cans into toys
in Zimbabwe; or Twittering on cell phones to coordinate demonstrations in
Iran – inventing ways of using them unimagined by their producers.
By challenging Mussolini’s imperialism, Stevens’s topical poem tackles

specific, late-1930s world events and political debates to secure Western
culture. In subsequent years, his preoccupations often focused on unresolved
problems in “Owl’s Clover.” The “Canonica” poems (his 1938 sequence of
object-poems) explicitly reject militaristic imperialism yet remain preoccu-
pied with how the poet can make unifying sense of a scattered world.
“Parochial Theme,” the first poem of “Canonica,” is a case in point,
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counseling against the temptations of nation building through ideology or
conquest: “Piece the world together, boys, but not with your hands” (CPP
177). The speaker distinguishes between aesthetic collaging and a more coer-
cive ordering by imperialists whose “boys” attempt to “piece the world
together” with guns, just as Mussolini’s Ethiopian Italian Empire violently
forces national blending. Other poems in the sequence play on this theme:
“Idiom of the Hero” flatly rejects – in singsong couplets – the possible
“blend[ing]” of radically opposed nations or ideologies (CPP 184), while
“Prelude to Objects” dismisses “the Louvre” as a repository for imperial
collecting (looting) in favor of commonly found objects (CPP 179).
Arguably, “Canonica” extends Stevens’s politically infused, anti-imperialist
poetics of “Owl’s Clover” by enacting a strategic, consumerist relation to
foreign objects.
On the topic of imperialism, as on so many issues, Stevens continued

to argue, resolve, dispute, and reconsider. His dialectical predisposition
observed in longer poems such as “Owl’s Clover” reappears in his shut-
tling between positions from one poem to the next, each entertaining
a different prospective solution. When we are faced with these divergent
experiments, contextualization helps us to sort out Stevens’s competing
allegiances at a chaotic historical moment: to anti-imperialism, to an
embattled Western culture and ideology, to a unifying world of art and
poetry. Perhaps the more surprising takeaway of this exploration is how
contemporary many of Stevens’s dilemmas appear. One can glimpse,
with his pensive remarks on radio as a medium, a kind of critic of social
media avant la lettre, condemning the false intimacy of his moment’s
technology. More clearly than most poets of his generation, he saw
globalization as the existential problem it would become by the turn of
the twenty-first century, leading to irreconcilable scenarios of competing
plural values.

Notes

1 Balthaser argues that cultural anti-imperialism was a widespread component of
American modernism during the 1930s (4). See also Rowe.

2 Parts of this chapter are adapted from my earlier article; see Siraganian. See also
Ragg and Redding.

3 See Costello and Matterson.
4 On value in Stevens, see Altieri.
5 On Stevens’s poetry as experimentally iterative, see Kotin 94.
6 See Longenbach 182 and Nielsen 63–64.
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